Political Science News and Notes

September 2014

Faculty Publications


Prof. Kimball and graduate students Eric Vorst and Bryce Summary have a chapter in the new edition of The State of the Parties by Green et al. September 2014

Faculty in the Media

9/3/14 Prof. Robertson is quoted in a Newsweek story on Ferguson:
http://www.newsweek.com/political-backstory-ferguson-268308

9/4/14 Prof. Rochester op-ed commentary in the St Louis Jewish Light—“Is ISIS A Crisis?”

9/8/14 Prof. Thomas was quoted in The Atlantic's CityLab on Nevada tax incentives for Tesla: http://www.citylab.com/politics/2014/09/reno-won-teslas-gigafactory-was-it-worth-it/379725/

9/10/14 Prof. Robertson was quoted in a story on STL Public Radio on US strikes against ISIS: http://news.stlpublicradio.org/post/obamas-plan-confront-islamic-state-wins-cautious-support


Prof. Jones was quoted on the recent MO State Legislature veto session in the Southeast Missourian:
http://hosted.ap.org/dynamic/stories/M/NO_DIVIDED_MISSOURI_ANALYSIS_MOOL?SITE=MOCAP&SECTION=STATE&TEMPLATE=DEFAULT...


9/25/14 Prof. Rochester op-ed commentary in the St Louis Jewish Light-“The Culture War Is Being Lost”

9/26/14 Prof. Jones was a guest on KETC's Stayed Tuned program on early childhood education: http://staytuned.ninenet.org/episodes/early-childhood/

Department Events

9/17/14 Dr. Siewert presented a paper at the Political Science Department's Research Colloquium in Rm. 344A SSB

9/24/14 Professor Brian Fogarty hosted the Political Science Department Open House in Rm. 344A SSB

9/24/14 Prof. Udani served as a panelist for a post-viewing discussion of the documentary Sin País (Without Country), which explores one family’s complex and emotional journey involving deportation. The event was sponsored by Missouri Immigrant & Refugee Advocates (MIRA) and the Missouri History Museum.

9/30 Rosalind Williams on Ferguson at Prof. Rochester's house.

9/30/14 Prof. Udani served as a panelist for a post-viewing discussion of Cesar Chavez, the recent film over the activist’s life. As part of Hispanic Heritage Month, the event was sponsored by the Office of Student Life at UMSL.

News and notes collected from the previous month. Faculty and students- If you have an academic accomplishment you would like to share, please email Professor Jalalzai at jalalzaif@umsl.edu and copy Professor Fogarty at fogartyb@umsl.edu to place on our twitter feed and homepage.